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THE SEQUENCE OF RETURNS CAN MAKE OR BREAK A RETIREMENT

Your clients have invested over the years and may be ready to retire and withdraw income from their
retirement nest eggs. How long will their money last? There are a number of variables at play, but one
you should know is the sequence of returns. If clients start taking income withdrawals from portfolios in
a down market, and continue that course without making adjustments, their money may not last as long
as they need it to.
Early Negative Returns vs. Early Positive Returns Hypothetical Example
Jim, age 65, has $500,000 in savings invested in an index fund that mirrors the performance of the S&P
500.® He begins to withdraw 5% each year for income. Compare the difference in his portfolio balance in
the graph below. In each scenario, the average annual rate of return is 4.95 percent. But starting
withdrawals in years with negative returns yields a very different portfolio outcome than when withdrawals
begin in years with positive returns.

At age 83, Jim has $0 left in account value (scenario A), when withdrawals began in a negative market.
In scenario B, Jim has $431,660 in account value after 18 years. More portfolio account value is
preserved when withdrawals begin in years with positive returns. See the detailed annual account value
charts on the reverse.
You can’t predict what the market will do when it’s time to start taking withdrawals for income. But, there
are ways to help mitigate sequence of returns risk, such as allocating assets to different types of accounts
and securing future guaranteed income from insurance products.
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